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Abstract
Drawing on a dialogical approach inspired by Bakhtin, we start from the assumption that a concrete discussion is an intermingling between dialogue in
praesentia and dialogue in absentia, and we refer to the notion of “enunciative
positioning” to account for the various relations that a speaker may express
toward the voices that he or she invokes. Our data are based on a first therapeutic interview between a therapist, a mother, and a child in a counseling
center for children and adolescents. We identify the various voices invoked in
this interview and show that three levels of discursive process were involved:
(a) the speakers invoked absent speakers; (b) at the same time they developed
their own discourse on the basis of their interlocutors’ discourse which (c)
itself drew on absent speakers or voices. We highlight the various discursive processes through which the speakers integrate their own voice into absent voices, or integrate a distant voice so that it loses its property of being a
distant (and borrowed) voice. As a theoretical and methodological contribution to dialogism, our results show that absent voices and their specific intermingling with hic et nunc exchanges were a major resource for therapeutic
processes.
Keywords: therapeutic interview; dialogism; enunciative positioning;
voices; discourse analysis; heteroglossia.

1.

Introduction

For a therapist, the first session of a therapeutic consultation (“a first inter
view”) is a critical moment of the whole therapeutic process (Morrison 1993;
Cyssau 1998). It is aimed at constructing a definition of the patient’s “prob
lem,” and the patient’s motivation in this process is essential in order to ensure
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his or her commitment to the therapy and to orient the therapist’s actions. In the
case of therapeutic consultation for adolescents and children, which is of in
terest here, the question of motivation is even more complex. In fact, even
though the child is the patient, the parents are the therapist’s principal inter
locutors and the ones who have to make a decision about the continuation of a
therapy. Moreover, in a consultation for children, the parents frequently con
sult at the request of a third party, typically the child’s teacher (Cederborg
1997). Consequently, a therapist’s central task is to assess whether the third
party’s request makes sense for the parents, what definition of the child’s dif
ficulties they give, and what are their own expectations.
From this standpoint, a first therapy session with a child and his or her par
ents is particularly suitable for analysis through a dialogical approach to lan
guage. In fact, according to Bakhtin’s definition (1981, 1986), dialogue not
only refers to interlocutory processes, but also to the fact that any discourse
echoes the voices of other discourses that have been held elsewhere, or can be
imagined. In line with Bakhtin’s definition of dialogism, our work starts from
the assumption that in every utterance there is a tension between the speaker’s
voice and others’ voices, that of the interlocutors or third parties. This implies,
first of all, that the participation framework (Goffman 1981) of any interaction,
for example a therapy session, consists not only of actual participants, but also
includes absent (or virtual) participants who play a role in the dynamics of
discourse. Secondly, dialogism refers also to the fact that in every utterance
there is a tension between these different voices, i.e., the speaker’s voice and
others’ voices.
Drawing on a theoretical framework influenced by Bakhtin and other
scholars working on a dialogical approach to language and cognition (François
1999; Marková 2003; Salazar Orvig 1999, 2005; Bres 2005; Marková et al.
2007; Linell 2009; Vion 1998), this article aims firstly to bring a theoretical
and methodological contribution to dialogue analysis by showing how we can
grasp the intermingling between, on the one hand, the present participants’
dialogue in praesentia and, on the other hand, the dialogue in absentia with
absent third parties whose discourse is invoked by the participants. Secondly,
it aims to show how, in the case of a therapeutic interview, this intermingling
contributes to a definition of the problem at the origin of the consultation. Our
questions are therefore: How is it possible to identify the absent voices that are
invoked in the participants’ discourse? How do the participants invoke them
and relate them with their own voices? How do they mobilize them for the
construction and formulation of the problem?
We first introduce our theoretical framework and the basic notions that
guided our method and then present the analysis of a first therapeutic session
that concerned a child who had been referred by his teacher to a center of psy
chological consultation for children and adolescents.
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2.

Theoretical framework

In this section, we focus on two points that are central for the understanding of
our methodological approach: the notion of dialogue in Bakhtin’s perspective
and the notion of enunciative positioning.
2.1. From dialogues in praesentia to dialogues in absentia in a therapeutic
interview
A “first” therapeutic interview can be defined as a social activity that brings
together at least one therapist and his or her patient. In this activity, discourse
is one of the means (most often, the principal means) through which the patient
presents his or her difficulties (for the sake of brevity let us call it a “problem”).
It is also through discourse that the therapist and the patient build up a certain
representation, or definition of the problem, and sometimes formulate it ex
plicitly (Gale 1991; Salazar Orvig 1995, 1998; Buttny 1996; Grossen and
Apothéloz 1996; Grossen and Salazar Orvig 2006; Hak and De Boer 1996;
Proia 1998; Antaki et al. 2005; Peräkylä et al. 2008). A therapeutic interview
thus pertains to a certain genre (Grossen and Salazar Orvig 2006), that of pro
fessional or institutional discourse (Linell 2009; Sarangi and Roberts 1999;
Mäkitalo and Säljö 2002). It is characterized by a fundamental asymmetry
between the therapist and the patient(s), an asymmetry that is based, among
other factors, on the participants’ position with respect to what is said: while
the patient talks about life events, feelings, thoughts, etc., that he or she has
experienced, the therapist has to work on the client’s report as he or she pres
ents it. In the case of consultations for children, the therapist takes into account
both the child’s own reported experience and the parents’ interpretation of the
child’s psychological state.
However, from a Bakhtinian point of view, the dialogical dimension of dis
course refers to a fundamental property of discourse, that of being a socially
and historically situated “living word” (Bakhtin 1981). According to this view,
the dialogical dimension of discourse refers to the fact that any discourse is
shaped by preceding discourses, as well as by the responses it anticipates. Con
sequently, a dialogue is not only a compositional structure of speech (what
could be called “external dialogue”), but there is an internal dialogism, which
is displayed within discourse itself: “Within the arena of almost every utter
ance an intense interaction and struggle between one’s own and another’s word
is being waged, a process in which they oppose or dialogically interanimate
each other” (1981: 354).
In a concrete discussion between two persons or more, this internal dialo
gism may be grasped at two different levels (François 2005; Salazar Orvig
2005): (a) the dialogue in praesentia, where various co-present participants
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talk together and link their own discourse to the other participants’ discourse,
take it up, reformulate it, reject it, etc.; (b) the dialogue in absentia, where each
participant’s discourse is made up of and through other discourses or voices,
and enters into a sort of distant dialogue with absent third parties. More funda
mentally, there is always an intermingling of the discourse of others within
discourse:
[ . . . ] any utterance, when it is studied in greater depth under the concrete conditions
of speech communication, revealed to us many half-concealed or completely concealed
words of others with varying degrees of foreignness. Therefore, an utterance appears to
be furrowed with distant and barely audible echoes of changes of speech subjects and
dialogic overtones, greatly weakened utterance boundaries that are completely perme
able to the author’s expression. (Bakhtin 1986: 93)

From this standpoint, a concrete discussion is a dialogized intermingling be
tween voices in praesentia and voices in absentia. In his analysis of discourse
in the novel, Bakhtin referred to this constitutive phenomenon as heteroglossia,
which he defined as
a special type of double-voiced discourse. It serves two speakers at the same time and
expresses simultaneously two different intentions: the direct intention of the character
who is speaking and the refracted intention of the author. (Bakhtin 1981: 324)

Bakhtin stressed both the heterogeneity of voices (genres, registers, styles, dia
lects, etc.) that constitute discourse and the fact that taking up or represent
ing another’s discourse necessarily implies a modification, a transformation, a
confrontation, etc. In this intermingling, the speakers adopt various points of
view on what is said by themselves or others.
2.2. The speaker’s enunciative positioning
This conception of discourse has important consequences for the notion of
“speaker” that we shall discuss by referring to research in French pragmatics,1
in particular with regard to the conception of discourse proposed by Ducrot
and Anscombre (Anscombre and Ducrot 1983; Ducrot 1984). This conception
is based on a distinction between speaker and enunciator,2 in which the enun
ciator refers to the point of view from which an utterance is produced. Accord
ing to Haillet (2007: 42– 43), this definition implies that any utterance repre
sents at least one point of view (not to be confused with “opinion”) or, put
differently, has the property of presenting what is talked about from a certain
angle or standpoint. For example, “John is sleeping” conveys a point of view,
even though it does not say anything about the speaker’s attitude toward what
is represented in this utterance. In actual fact, there is no single point of view
that could be a synthesis of all others (François 1994).
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However, in these studies, “polyphony” often seems to be defined as a mo
nological phenomenon in which an isolated speaker puts forward different
points of view. Now, as Rommetveit (1991) showed, putting viewpoints into
words consists of building a dialogical construct that takes into consideration
both what the addressee actually said and what he or she may answer. And
among the enunciators represented in discourse, absent voices are intermin
gled with the addressee’s voice. From Bakhtinian dialogism and Ducrot’s no
tion of polyphony, it follows that the speaker always adopts some specific
“enunciative positionings” with respect to the enunciators that he or she puts
into words. Drawing on Vion (1998), we use the term “enunciative position
ing” to refer to the relation that a speaker expresses toward the voices that he
or she invokes, be they his or her own voices or those of other absent enuncia
tors.3 This relation unfolds along two axes: (a) authorship: this refers to the
fact that the speakers may or may not take epistemic responsibility for their
discourse; that is, they may present what they say as their own production and
take full responsibility for it. But they may also explicitly mention that it comes
from elsewhere. Put differently, it regards the speakers’ presentation of their
words as being their own, or as coming from other voices; this presentation can
be effected in different ways, ranging from an explicitly formulated rejection
to an absence of any explicit responsibility for what is said: (b) alignment: this
refers to the fact that a speaker may either adhere to an enunciation or distance
him- or herself from it. Between these extremes, there are many subtle forms,
such as hedges and mitigators, which may express the nature of the relation
ship between the speaker and the enunciator, including dialogue with one’s
own discourse. As a consequence, the participants in a discussion position
themselves not only with respect to the other participants present, but also with
respect to absent third parties.
Our general goal is therefore to illustrate the intermingling of present and
absent voices by analyzing a therapeutic session where absent voices were
particularly important and to show the role of these third parties’ voices in the
construction and formulation of the problem. We shall examine the partici
pants’ positioning toward the third parties’ voices and analyze how the partici
pants use these voices to orient the other participants’ definitions and formula
tions of the problem.
3.

Presentation of the corpus, research questions, and method

The interview analyzed in this article is taken from a larger corpus of initial
sessions of therapeutic interviews that were collected in two public counseling
services for children and adolescents in Switzerland. It lasted 56 minutes and
brought together a mother, her seven-year old son, Alain, who attended the
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second grade of elementary school, and a woman therapist trained in systemic
family therapy and with substantial work experience. The consultation was
recommended by the child’s teacher because of poor school achievement.
In this session, the child’s participation was quite low (about 10% of the
total number of utterances).4 This explains why none of the excerpts presented
below includes the child’s discourse. The child’s interventions were mostly
prompted by the therapist who questioned him about what had been said, or by
the mother who used him as a witness. His participation pertained then to the
same dialogical dynamics as those described below.
The interview, which was conducted in French, was audio recorded and
transcribed using the transcription conventions (see Appendices 1 and 2).
In line with our theoretical framework, our research questions concerned the
absent voices in the participants’ discourse and the role of third parties in the
construction of the problem.
3.1. The voices of third parties
Who were the participants or groups whose voices could be heard? More gen
erally, whose voices were invoked within the participants’ discourse? Before
asking these questions, let us examine how, methodologically, voices may be
identified.
3.1.1. Method. Voices of other enunciators may take on very different
forms in discourse. They may be explicitly quoted but may also creep into an
expression, or formulation, under a form that Bakhtin (1981) would have
called “hybrid”. Consequently, in the absence of any explicit marker, it is dif
ficult to identify them or, on the contrary, to avoid considering that each piece
of discourse is echoed by other voices and, hence, losing interest in the notion
of voice. This is why, in our study, identification of the third parties’ voices
relied on three main criteria.
The first was formal and concerned cases in which the voices were discur
sively marked, as in the following excerpt:
(1) (T: therapist; A: Alain)
1
T 117: (to Alain) are you the only one’ +
2
A 37: yeah
3 → T 118: only son as we say
In this extract, “we” in the metadiscursive clause “as we say” (line 3) does not
refer to a concrete person but to a generic speaker (in French, it is indicated by
the pronoun on, which frequently conveys a generic reference, as does the ge
neric we in English). Other discursive markers characterize reported speech,
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the specificity of which is to indicate a direct reference to another’s discourse,
such as “he said,” for example.
The second criterion relied on the discursive and semantic links that are
constructed in and through dialogue:
(2)
1
2 →
3 →

T 245: (to Alain) [do you feel well when] you give orders
to mom’ hmm’ + and that you treat her like your
servant, hmm’

This extract comes after the mother reported that a doctor qualified her son as
a “tyrant” (see Extract (16)). In this case, the utterance “you treat her like your
servant” (lines 2 and 3) can be connected with the semantic field of previous
quotations of the doctor’s discourse (see also Extract (17)).
The third criterion refers to the analyst’s knowledge of the cultural, social,
and institutional background (such as scientific knowledge, commonsense
knowledge, proverbs, rules or values, social representations, beliefs, stereo
types, etc.), which may be explicitly discussed or to which the participants may
allude (for an example, see Extract (3) below).
Let us now examine whose voices were invoked in our interview.
3.1.2. The various types of voices. Our analysis showed that a great number
of voices were evoked. For simplification, we grouped them according to
four types, which should not, however, be taken as a rigid and definitive
classification.
First, there were the voices of concrete persons or groups. They corres
ponded to the distant participants who were invoked by the mother and the
child (for example, the father, the teacher, etc.). Among them, the teacher’s
voice was quoted 35 times and was so largely predominant that the teacher
appeared to be an almost palpable (or audible) participant in the interview.
Another voice, external to the family circle, was also mentioned, but less fre
quently (seven times): that of a doctor who, some years before, examined
Alain for his allergies.
Then there were voices that corresponded to commonsense or supposedly
shared social knowledge. In Extract (3) there is a generic utterance that refers
to a gender stereotype concerning the differences between mothers and fathers:
(3)
1 M 192: (. . .) fathers when they begin to scold, it is
2
always more frightening than mothers, + (. . .)
Another type of voice was what could be called the voice of theory (Grossen
2006) and corresponded to cases where some elements of a scientific theory
could be recognized in the participants’ discourse:
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(4)
1 T 250:
2
3
4

(laughs) (to Alain) or if they (his friends) tell
you nasty things it hurts you and you react very
strongly, hmm’ you don’t want to show that it hurts
you, so you react, +

From the therapist’s explanation for Alain’s relationships with his peers, we
might retrieve a causal scheme belonging to psychology, i.e., being (or feeling)
hurt might cause aggression.
Close to the voice of theory, there was also what could be called the voice of
expertise. It was recognizable in assertions concerning topics pertaining to the
psychologists’ field of expertise:
(5)
1 T 194:
2
3
4

I believe it’s very important to make also a
difference between intellectual development hmm’
the knowledge he has err intelligence, but also
affective development [hmm’]

We also found one example of reference to regulations or rules. It was
recognizable, among other elements, by the use of a deontic verb (ought
to):
(6)
1
2
3 →
4 →

M 92:

(. . .) I said now we first do homework, if you
have time we can see we can see and then if it’s too
late gee it’s too late, one ought to do it, one
ought (laughs) to do it

In lines 3 and 4, the mother reported her own discourse, which mentioned a
rule that she recalled to her son, namely that homework had to be done.
The analysis showed an asymmetry in the type of voices that were invoked
by the speakers: whereas the person’s or group’s voices, as well as the voice of
commonsense or supposedly shared social knowledge were found both in the
mother’s and in the therapist’s discourse, the voices of theory and expertise
were found only in the therapist’s discourse. These differences reflected the
asymmetries of roles.
Moreover, a closer analysis of the interview showed that even though the
teacher’s voice was reported again and again, the doctor’s voice, which was
less pervasive, played an important role in the construction of the problem.
This is why we shall now focus upon these two voices to answer our second
research question.
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3.2.

The role of third parties’ voices in the formulation of the problem

Our question was twofold: What was the speakers’ enunciative positioning
with respect to the teacher’s and doctor’s voices? How did the participants
invoke the teacher’s and the doctor’s voices in their formulation of the
problem?
3.2.1. Method of analysis. Meta-discursive clauses referring to the speaker’s
discourse (“I declare that”), comments (“I know it”) and hedges that concern
the speaker’s enunciation (for example “I am fully convinced that”) were taken
as clues of enunciative positioning. Drawing on Vion’s (1998) work and adapt
ing it for our own purpose, we identified four types of positioning:
(a) No positioning marker: The speaker’s utterance did not explicitly repre
sent an enunciator other than him- or herself. It took on a monological
form and the inherent dialogism of discourse was concealed:
(7)
1
2
3 →

T 37:

do you feel he has good contacts
with his mates’
M 34: yes he has- he has- he has good contacts but (. . .)

(b) Difference: The speaker attributes the responsibility of an utterance (or
part of an utterance) to another voice, without, however, expressing any
evaluation of this enunciation, as in Extract (8):
(8)
1 T 143: + hmm but well it’s the teacher who says so hmm’
2
who thinks that sometimes you get bored in class
The difference could also be expressed with respect to the speaker’s own utter
ance, more frequently conveyed by different forms of hedges and mitigators
(I think, maybe, etc.):
(c) Adhesion or agreement: the speaker expresses her adhesion with the
voice she invoked:
(9)
1 M 22: (. . .) and she ((a friend of hers)) advised me to come
2
too, she told me that really it was it was good and
3
(. . .) actually that’s what deci- decided me (. . .)
(d) Opposition: the speaker expresses her opposition to or disagreement with
the voice she invoked.
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(10)
1 M 13: [well it’s clear] she (the teacher) is the one who
2
told me about it (the consultation center) because
3
+ I must say now it’s better now
We examined the speakers’ positioning when the teacher’s and the doctor’s
voices were identified. We also examined at which moment of the interview
the teacher’s and doctor’s voices were invoked and how the therapist and the
mother used them to formulate the problem. Let us first see how the teacher’s
voice contributed to the formulation of the problem.
3.2.2. The teacher’s voice in the construction of the problem. The teacher’s
was the first voice to be invoked at the very beginning of the session. It was
then mostly invoked in the first half of the interview, that is, in the phase in
which the mother presented her request to the therapist and the problem was
formulated. More specifically, the teacher’s voice could be identified when the
mother talked about her son’s difficulties. Extract (11) is very typical of this
recurrent case:
(11)
1
2
3
4 →
5
6
7
8
9

T 37:

do you feel he has good contacts
with his mates’
M 34: yes he has- he has- he has good contacts but
actually the teacher also told me that at school- he
gets on well,
T 38: hmm
M 35: he has good mates boys and also girls but actually he is
also quite brusque also in his- in his- in his
behaviors it’s a::

The mother presented her son’s problematic behavior (in this case, being
“brusque”, line 8) through the teacher’s reported speech (lines 4 –8). She did
not give any clue as to her own enunciative positioning with respect to “being
brusque,” so that she just seemed to ventriloque the teacher’s point of view.
There were, however, other instances in which the mother displayed her
positioning toward the teacher’s voice, as shown in Extract (12):
(12)
1 →
2 →
3 →
4
5

M 61: no, it’s ok, well it somewhat just happens + he is
bored, the teacher feels + that sometimes, she says
she says it’s not that he cannot, we know it, I know
it also, if he wants to=
T 77: hmm
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6
7

→

M 62: =it works easily but + we really feel that he’s bored,
+ that he’s not willing

Here, the teacher’s voice (echoed through reported speech) provided an expla
nation for the child’s school failure (“it’s not that he cannot [ . . . ] if he wants
to it works easily”, lines 3– 6). The mother displayed her alignment with the
teacher’s voice on three occasions: “we know” immediately rephrased into “I
know” (line 3), which then explicitly asserted the mother’s own point of view,
and finally, “we really feel that” (line 6) in which she took up the first formula
tion (“he is bored”, lines 1 and 2). Being “bored”, which was first presented as
the teacher’s point of view, then included the mother’s point of view, which
was mingled with that of other speakers.
The same observation holds for the next extract:
(13)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

→
→
→
→

M 110: there are things for example if there is an injustice,
something which is really not fair he can get
himself into a state err he’s very sensitive, the
teacher told me too by the way
T 77:
hmm
M 111: = it’s crazy how sensitive he is, what she tells me
too with respect to other children + even actually he
has- well she she what she thinks actually what she
told me it’s not that he’s not able to, it’s that he
doesn’t want to

The mother brought a new element that categorized her son’s attitude and was
first formulated as a general description (“he’s very sensitive”, line 3). How
ever, she completed her formulation with the teacher’s voice (“the teacher told
me too by the way”, lines 3 and 4). The teacher’s voice then reappeared twice,
firstly as a repetition that stressed the previous formulation (“it’s crazy how
sensitive he is”, line 6), secondly as a reformulation of her previous formula
tion in Extract (12) (“it’s not that he’s not able to, it’s that he doesn’t want to”,
lines 8 and 9).
As regards the therapist’s discourse, the analysis showed that no instances
similar to those described in the mother’s discourse could be found. The therapist
always invoked the teacher’s voice by reformulating the mother’s discourse,
and her positioning toward the teacher’s voice was either absent or slightly
distant, as shown in Extract (14), which begins at the end of Extract (11):
(14)
1
2 →
3

M 34: (. . .) the teacher also told me (. . .)
M 35: (. . .) he is quite brusque also in his- in his- in his
behaviors he’s a::
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→
→

T 39:
M 36:
T 40:
M 37:
M 38:
T 42:

[a direct]
[a little bit] excited, a bit direct yeah yeah +
so he is brusque and then it provokes reactions’
from the others’
yeah (T looks at Alain)
(to Alain) how do they react when you are brusque’

This excerpt provides a good illustration of the intermingling of the third par
ties’ voice (here the teacher) and the participants’ discourse. The term “brusque”
was first borrowed from the teacher’s discourse (line 2). Then, it was reintro
duced by the therapist’s reformulation of the mother’s discourse (“so he is
brusque and then it provokes reactions”, line 6). The therapist integrated the
teacher’s voice into her own discourse without showing any enunciative posi
tioning, submitting it to the mother’s confirmation and, in so doing, implicitly
asked the mother to position herself with respect to the teacher’s voice. This
reformulation therefore worked as a confrontation between the teacher’s voice
and the mother’s point of view. Finally, the term “brusque” was used in ad
dressing Alain as if it were the therapist’s own lexical choice. The teacher’s
voice then completely faded away.
There were also other cases in which the therapist took up the teacher’s
voice and showed her own positioning toward the teacher’s voice by distanc
ing herself:
(15)
1
2 →
3
4
5
6

TF 143:

A 41:
T 144:

(. . .) + (to Alain) hmm but well it’s the
teacher who says so hmm’ that she thinks
sometimes you’re bored in class hmm’ is it true
that sometimes you’re bored in class
no
what school subject do you like’

By addressing her question to the child, the therapist presented the teacher’s
point of view (as reported by the mother in Extract 12) to the child. In this case,
however, she distanced herself from the teacher’s voice: she first explicitly
asserted that “it’s the teacher who says so” (lines 1 and 2) and then she intro
duced her question to Alain by a modality “is it true that” (lines 3 and 4) which
implied that she did not take responsibility for the teacher’s reported point of
view.
Let us now turn to what happened with the doctor’s voice.
3.2.3. The doctor’s voice in the formulation of the problem. The doctor’s
voice was not invoked until the second half of the interview (32nd minute). It
was introduced by the mother:
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(16)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

M 184:
→
→

→
→
→

T 200:
M 185:
TF 201:
M 186:

no he doesn’t want to go to bed, he doesn’t want to
be alone whereas + in principle we don’t have any
problem but when he feels that now err’
I don’t want to be alone he tyrannizes, that’s the word
hmm
he’s a little tyrant, he was ill when he was little two
three years old I had him at the hospital, because
he had asthma + err not chronic, allergic=
hmm
=to animal hair, dust and all sorts, I had him at three
at the hospital, the doctor told me + it won’t go away
like this madam he tyrannizes you, he you: he already
sucked me at that time hmm’=

The mother introduced the word “tyrannizes” (line 4), which, in subsequent
exchanges, became a key element in the formulation of the problem. She did it
together with a metalinguistic comment (“that’s the word”, line 4) and a refor
mulation (“a little tyrant”, line 6) that made it appear as though it were her own
wording. However, this wording triggered off a story in which the mother at
tributed the origin of the expression “tyrannize” (line 12) to a doctor consulted
some years previously. Let us note that the word “tyrant” echoes a frequent
term in child psychology (e.g., Becker and Lescalier-Grosjean 2005).6
After introducing the expression “tyrannize,” there was a hesitation in the
mother’s discourse (“he you:”, line 12) that seemed to prepare the way for a
second uptake of the doctor’s discourse. However, she closed her turn by a
reformulation of the doctor’s voice (“he already sucked me”, lines 12 and 13),
which provoked a change in the enunciative positioning. In other words, the
mother presented the description as her own formulation.
Later in the interview, only the therapist invoked to the doctor’s voice. Con
sider the next extract:
(17)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
→
10

M 205:

T 218:
M 206:
T 219:
M 207:

(. . .) when he was in first grade it seemed to me
that I was just doing that, well I mean not with marks
but I mean at the end of the day I reminded myself and
I told myself but you just [bowled]=
[bowl him out]
=and gave him slaps’ + and I said stop and now I
do it less’ + practically never
so if I understand well you are nevertheless looking for
a mo- a way to help your son be less tyrannical
yeah
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→

TF 220:
M208:
TF 221:

→

M 209:

hmm’ and to teach him to be more autonomous to
depend less on you, to less e:rr suck you (laughing)
as you say
yeah
this is nevertheless a request of yours, isn’t it’ well
if I understand well there are nevertheless difficulties
in keeping a rein on your son, hmm’
yes yes absolutely

On line 9, the therapist reintroduced a variation of the term “tyrant” (“tyran
nical”) without any positioning marker, as if the term “tyrannize” had not been
borrowed from the doctor’s voice but was her own word, or a shared assump
tion. The word “tyrannical” appeared together with the formulation “suck you”
(line 12) which was attributed to the mother (“as you say”, line 13) and, therefore,
marked a distance with the mother’s wording. In line 16, the doctor’s voice
faded away but could still be heard in the therapist’s use of the expression “to
keep a rein on your son”, which is, semantically, associated with the word
“tyrant.” By being completely mingled within the therapist’s discourse, the
doctor’s voice then played the role of an ally in her formulation of the problem.
The next extract, which preceded the closing of the session, was the last time
the doctor’s voice was invoked:
(18)
1
→
2
3
→
4
5
→
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

TF 316:

M 315:
TF 317:
M 316:
TF 318:
M 317:
TF 319:

M 319:
TF 320:

(. . .) and you nevertheless said that he tyrannizes you
so it’s nevertheless something which is + painful for
you to let yourself be tyrannized by your son and
probably also difficult for Alain to somewhat realize
that he can tyrannize his mother
hmm
hmm’ so hmm’ it’s not so simple even if he’s radiant
(laughs) maybe it’s not so simple for him to have so
much say at home
hmm
and to be able to somewhat call the shots, [that is]=
[yeah]
= he can make you shout, he can make you- I don’t
know yes if he makes you cry but well he can provoke
a heap of emotions and it’s heavy to carry + to be at
the origin of this, so for Alain it’s not so simple to
realize that he makes mom shout that he makes mom
sad that he e:rr yes [that he succeeds in manipulating her]
[yeah yeah I understand]
so it’s maybe + difficult in the head to understand
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21
22
23
24
25

M 319:
TF 321:
M 320:

these things but with his guts he also reacts to [this]
[hmm]
so err it seems to me that his position + where he is
is not so comfortable for him, so err [and I]
[yes I just never thought] never thought of that

The doctor’s voice could be identified on three occasions through the use of the
word “tyrannize.” On only the first occasion (line 1) did the therapist present
the word “tyrannize” as a reformulation of the mother’s discourse (“you
nevertheless said”, line 1) and confronted the mother with her formulation. By
focusing on the problem as it had been supposedly described by the doctor, she
removed the child’s problem away from the school sphere, defined it as a prob
lem experienced by the mother (and not by the teacher), and made it enter into
her own field of competence. In none of these cases did she show her own
enunciative positioning.
Her reformulation was then developed by an evaluation of the problem
(“something which is painful”, line 2), which took many forms: “not so sim
ple” (lines 7, 8); “heavy to carry” (line 15), “difficult” (line 20), “not so com
fortable” (line 24). All these expressions were mingled with other expressions
belonging to the semantic field of “tyrant” (“call the shots”, line 11; “make you
cry”, line 14; “can provoke a heap of emotions”, lines 14, 15; “manipulating”,
line 18). In this move, the doctor’s voice was completely integrated into the
therapist’s discourse and thus created a divergence with the mother’s expecta
tions. It led to a sort of insight (“yes I just never thought of that”, line 25) that
can be interpreted as a manifestation of the mother’s new understanding of the
problem. It also oriented the participants toward action, and, more specifically,
to the next therapeutic session, as shown by the fact that immediately after
wards, the therapist suggested meeting both parents with the child and, as she
put it, “leaving the teacher outside for the time being”.

4.

Discussion and conclusion

The aim of this article was twofold: firstly, to test the relevance and robustness
of a dialogical approach by applying it to the analysis of a therapeutic inter
view, in which the voice of the patient (a child) was mostly silent and absent
voices were very often invoked to discuss the child’s difficulties; secondly, to
show the significance of a dialogical approach in understanding the thera
peutic processes, and, more specifically, to show how the intermingling be
tween present and distant voices contributes to the construction of the patient’s
problem. The specificity of our work was to draw on a Bakhtinian dialogical ap
proach to identify some discursive processes at work in a therapeutic interview
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and, hence, to use it for a broader purpose than the analysis of written texts, to
which it is often limited.
Analysis of excerpts from one case study enabled us to observe in real time
the processes through which voices intermingle to constitute a complex and
heterogeneous discursive weave. This phenomenon, which has mostly been
studied at a cultural level, originates in the hic et nunc exchanges taking place
in dialogues in praesentia. Our analysis showed that three levels of discursive
process were involved: (a) the speakers invoked absent speakers, whether ex
plicitly or implicitly; (b) however, at the same time they developed their own
discourse on the basis of their interlocutors’ discourse; (c) the latter could itself
draw on absent speakers or voices. We highlighted the various discursive pro
cesses through which speakers were not only able to integrate an absent voice
into their own discourse, but also to merge their own voice into other voices.
Conversely, we showed that a distant voice, which was integrated into the hic
et nunc of the exchanges, could be taken up in the interlocutor’s discourse,
become an integral part of the dialogue in praesentia, and eventually lose its
property of being a distant (and borrowed) voice.
In these complex discursive processes, it is not so much heteroglossia in it
self that is interesting but rather dialogized heteroglossia (Bakhtin 1981; on
this notion see also Morson and Emerson 1990), a notion that calls attention to
two major points: firstly, by admitting that internal dialogism consists of a
micro dialogue between one’s own voice and other voices (Bres 2005), hetero
glossia then not only refers to the borrowing of absent voices, but also to enun
ciation itself since, as we showed, a single speaker may adopt various enuncia
tive positionings (Vion 1998) vis-à-vis the voices that are invoked. Hence, the
problem is not simply to identify voices, but rather to examine how a speaker
deals with them and what happens to them. Moreover we should bear in mind
that an enunciative positioning is not an individual production but results from
the constant interactive work carried out by the participants to link their dis
course to that of their interlocutors, and to anticipate it. Secondly, these com
plex discursive processes also highlight the heterogeneity of the actual notion
of speaker: the issue here is not only that various voices may be invoked in a
same utterance, but also that the same utterance may converge with one voice
and diverge with another.
As regards our second aim, our analysis showed that absent voices and their
intermingling in the hic et nunc exchanges appear to be important resources for
the construction of the child’s problem. The mother used absent voices as a
resource for presenting the problem from different standpoints, whereas the
therapist referred to absent voices as a resource for introducing some diver
gences that prompted the mother to reconsider her own construction of the
problem. Absent voices and their intermingling with hic et nunc exchanges led
to various formulations of the problem and ended up with a formulation that
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focused more on the mother’s than on the child’s behavior. Thus, absent
voices, and the way in which participants deal with them seem to be major re
sources for therapeutic changes. Our study is thus an invitation to focus our
analyses of therapeutic interviews not only on “co-construction” processes be
tween two supposedly homogeneous speakers, but to include absent voices in
the participation framework and to show how they are invoked for the con
struction of the patient’s problem. It is also an incentive to consider that the
patient is not passively submitted to the therapist’s interpretation, but plays a
very active part in the construction of the problem.
Beyond these two aims, showing the complexity of the notion of speaker is
another relevant contribution toward an understanding of therapeutic pro
cesses. In fact, in many studies on patient–therapist interactions (e.g., Grossen
2006; Peräkylä et al. 2008), the speaker is implicitly conceived of as a single
and homogeneous voice that may, or may not, oppose the interlocutor’s voice.
The notion of enunciative positioning challenges this conception by showing
that there are micro dialogues within a speaker’s utterances. Consequently,
the speaker appears to be fundamentally heterogeneous and dialogical. Many
therapists could probably make sense of this result by drawing on one of the
various theoretical models that, in the field of psychology and psychotherapy,
point to the conflictual nature of the human mind. In other words, they would
draw on what Peräkylä and Vehviläinen (2003: 730) called a “professional
stock of interactional knowledge” (SIK), that is, an “organized knowledge
(theories or conceptual models) concerning interaction, shared by particular
practitioners or professionals.” In line with Peräkylä and Vehviläinen’s at
tempt to show how Conversation Analysis may document therapeutic prac
tices, our results may then constitute a case in which dialogical discourse anal
ysis “expands the description of practices provided by a SIK and suggests
some of the missing links between the SIK and interactional practices” (2003:
732).
In summary, using a dialogical approach for the analysis of therapeutic in
terviews seems to open up a promising way both for the development of dialo
gism, and for an understanding of the discursive processes at work in therapeu
tic change.
Appendix 1: Transcription conventions
()
‘
,
+

 arentheses are used to give contextual information, such as laughter,
P
telephone rings, sigh, etc.
An apostrophe indicates a rising intonation (not necessarily a question).
A comma indicates a falling intonation.
The sign + indicates a pause of 1 second.
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:
=

Colons represent elongated speech, a stretched sound.
 he equal sign indicates latched speech, when there is no gap be
T
tween two turns.
-	A hyphen next to a word indicates that the speaker interrupts him- or
herself or is interrupted by someone else.

Appendix 2: The original extracts in French
(1)
1 T 117: tu es tout seul’+
2 A 37: ouais
3 T 118: enfant unique comme on dit
(2)
1 T 245: [tu es bien quand] tu commandes
2
à maman´ hein´ + pis que tu la traites comme
3
ta servante, hein´
(3)
1 M 192: (. . .) les papas quand ils se mettent à gronder ça fait
2
toujours un peu plus peur que les mamans, + (. . .)
(4)
1 T 250:
2
3
4

(rire) (à A) ou si si s´ils te disent
des méchancetés ça te fait mal au coeur et tu réagis
très fort, hein´ tu veux pas montrer que ça te fait
mal au coeur alors tu réagis, +

(5)
1 T 194:
2
3
4

je crois que c´est très important de faire
la part des choses aussi entre le développement intellectuel
hein´ les connaissances qu´il a euh l´intelligence, mais aussi
le développement affectif [hein´]

(6)
1 M 92:
2
3
4

(. . .) j´ai dit maintenant on fait d´abord les devoirs, si tu
as le temps on peut voir on peut voir et pis si c´est trop
tard ma foi c´est trop tard, il faut les faire, il faut
(rire) les faire (. . .)
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(7)
1 TF 76:

bon j´ai eu de la peine pour les devoirs à la maison (. . .)

(8)
1 TF 143: + hmm mais enfin c´est la maîtresse qui dit ça hein´
2
qu´elle pense que tu t´ennuies quelquefois
3
en classe hein´
(9)
1 M 22: (. . .) pis elle m´a elle m´a conseillé de venir
2
aussi, elle m´a dit que vraiment c´était c´était bien et (. . .) en
3
fait c´est ce qui m´a déci- décidé (. . .)
(10)
1 M 13: [oui bon c´est clair ] c´est elle c´est elle qui m´en a parlé
2
parce que: + je dois dire maintenant
3
ça va mieux
(11)
1 T 37:
2
3 M 34:
4
5
6 T 38:
7 M 35:
8
9

vous avez l´impression qu´il a de bons contacts
avec ses copains´
oui il a des il a des il a des bons contacts mais
justement la la maîtresse m´a aussi dit qu´à l´éco- il
s´entend bien,
hmm
il a des des bons copains même des copines mais justement
il est assez brusque aussi dans son dans son dans ses
comportements c´est un::

(12)
1 M 61:
2
3
4
5 T 77:
6 M 62:
7

non ça va, bon ce qu´il y a un petit peu justement + ça
l´embête, la maîtresse a l´impression + que des fois elle elle dit
c´est pas qu´il peut pas, on le sait, moi aussi je le sais,
s´il veut=
hmm
=ça marche tout seul mais + on n´a vraiment l´impression que
ça l´embête, + qu´il a pas envie,

(13)
1
M 110: il y a des choses par exemple si: il lui arrive une injustice,
2
vraiment quelque chose qui est pas juste il peut se mettre
3
dans un état euh: il est très sensible, la maîtresse aussi
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

me le dit d´ailleurs
T 123: hmm
M 111: c´est fou ce qu´il est sensible, ce qu´elle me dit
aussi par rapport aux autres enfants + même justement il
a- bon elle elle ce qu´elle pense en fait ce qu´elle
m´a dit c´est pas qu´il arrive pas, c´est qu´il
veut pas

(14)
1 M 34: (. . .) la maîtresse m’a aussi dit (. . .)
2 M 35: (. . .) il est assez brusque aussi dans son dans son dans ses comportements
c´est un::
3 T 39: [un direct]
4 M 36: [petit peu] un exalté, un direct ouais ouais +
5 T 40: alors il est brusque et puis ça provoque des réactions´
6 M 37: ouais
7 T 41: de la part des autres´
8 M 38: ouais (T se tourne vers A)
9 T 42: (se tourne vers A) comment ils réagissent quand tu es brusque´
(15)
1 T 143:
2
3
4
5 A 41:
6 T 144:
(16)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(. . .) + (se tourne vers A) hmm mais enfin c´est
la maîtresse qui dit ça hein´ qu´elle pense que
tu t´ennuies quelquefois en classe hein´ c´est vrai que
tu t´ennuies quelquefois en classe´
non
qu´est -ce que tu aimes bien comme branche´

M 184: non il veut pas aller au lit, il veut pas
rester tout seul alors que + en principe on n´a pas
de problème mais quand il a l´impression maintenant euh
j´ai pas envie d´être tout seul il tyrannise, voilà le mot
T 200: hmm
M 185: c´est un petit tyran, il a il a été malade quand il était petit deux
trois ans je l´ai eu à l´hôpital, parce qu´il
a de l´asthme + euh pas chronique, allergique=
T 201: hmm
M 186: =aux poils d´animaux, poussières et toute sorte, je l´ai eu à trois
ans à l´hôpital le médecin il m’a dit + ça veut ça veut pas aller comme
ça madame il vous tyrannise il vous: il me suçait
déjà à l´époque hein´=
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(17)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
(18)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

M 205: (. . .) quand il était en première où il me semblait que
je faisais que ça, bon j´entends pas pas avec des marques
mais j´entends que à la fin de ma journée je faisais le bilan et je me
disais mais t´as fait que de que de [gueuler]=
T 218: [l´engueuler]
M 206: =et pis de donner des claques´ + pis j´ai dit stop pis maintenant je
le fais moins´ + pratiquement plus
T 219: donc si je comprends bien vous êtes quand même en en train de chercher
un mo- une façon d´aider votre fils à être moins tyrannique
M 207: ouais
T 220: hein´ et à apprendre à être plus autonome
moins dépendre de vous, moins euh: vous sucer (rire)
comme vous dites
M 208: ouais
T 221: ça c´est quand même une demande de votre part hein´
enfin si je comprends bien c´est qu´il y a quand même des difficultés
à à tenir les rênes de votre fils hein´
M 209: oui oui tout à fait

T 316:

M 315:
T 317:

M 316:
T 318:
M 317:
T 319:

M 318:
T 320:

(. . .) et puis vous avez quand même dit qu´il vous tyrannisait
donc c´est quand même quelque chose qui est + douloureux pour
vous de vous laisser tyranniser par votre fils et probablement
aussi difficile pour Alain de réaliser quelque part qu´il
peut tyranniser sa maman
hmm
hein´ donc hein´ c´est pas si simple que ça même s´il rayonne
(rire) peut -être que c´est pas si simple pour lui d´avoir autant
à dire à la maison hein´
hmm
et de pouvoir faire d´une certaine manière la pluie ou le beau temps,
[c´est –à -dire]=
[ouais]
=il peut vous faire crier, il peut vous faire - je sais pas
si pleurer mais enfin il peut provoquer un tas d´émotions
et c´est lourd à porter + d´être à l´origine de ça, donc
pour Alain c´est pas si simple de se rendre compte que il fait crier
maman qu´il rend triste maman qu´il euh: oui
[qu´il arrive à la manipuler]
[ouais ouais je comprends]
alors c´est peut -être + difficile dans la tête de comprendre
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21
22
23
24
25

ces choses -là mais dans les tripes il réagit aussi à [ça]
M 319: [hmm]
T 321: donc euh il me semble que sa position + là où il se
trouve est est pas si confortable pour lui, donc euh [et moi]
M 320: [oui justement j´avais jamais] j´avais jamais pensé à ça

Notes
1.

This theoretical framework has interesting correspondences with Goffman’s (1981) approach
and with the contemporary approach inspired by his work.
2. Let us note that Ducrot made more distinctions than the one between speaker and enunciator.
However, for our present purpose, these further distinctions are not necessary.
3. The notion of enunciative positioning should not be confused either with other uses of the
term “positioning,” for example the construction of roles in actual interactions (asymmetrical
relationships, etc.), especially in terms of agreement/disagreement, arguing, opposition, etc.,
or with the interactional implications of the expression of subjectivity in a dialogue.
4. A low participation is quite typical with children of this age (Aronsson and Cederborg 1994;
Cederborg 1997; Grossen and Diemand Rollet 2003).
5. A research on Google combining the words child, tyrant, and psychology was made on 19
September 2009 and resulted in 54,800 occurrences.
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